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COMPIEGNE - 11 June 

Race 1 

1. HAURAN - Unraced Al Wukair colt. Bold show expected for a notable trainer. 

2. EVERILLO - Two year old Amarillo colt on first career outing. Others make 

more appeal.  

3. INTO THE GROOVE - Unraced Wootton Bassett colt. One to note.  

4. LE CADEAU - Two year old Dabirsim colt having a first racecourse 

appearance. Leading contender.  

5. SAN ANTONIO - Unraced Charm Spirit colt. Others preferred.  

6. JAY GATSBY - Two year old The Grey Gatsby colt on debut. Likely to find 

a few too good first up.  

7. SCHERZO - Unraced Wootton Bassett colt. Notable runner.  

8. FEEL THE BEAT - Two year old Almanzor colt on debut. Strong claims.  

9. ANCIENT ROME - Unraced War Front colt. Of note for a leading stable.  

10. TOURISTIC - Two year old Frankel colt having a first racecourse 

appearance. Top chance for notable connections.  

Summary 

A newcomers event with the market likely to provide a good guide regarding 

expectations. LE CADEAU (4) is a Dabirsim colt who may debut with a victory 

for a leading stable. Yet to race Frankel colt TOURISTIC (10) enters 

calculations. HAURAN (1) is a colt by Al Wukair and is another to a consider 

for a top yard. Almanzor newcomer FEEL THE BEAT (8) warrants thought and 

is a notable contender. 

Selections 

LE CADEAU (4) - TOURISTIC (10) - HAURAN (1) - FEEL THE BEAT (8) 
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Race 2 

1. LA CHASCONA - Unraced Dream Ahead filly. One to note.  

2. JUSKA - Two year old Kheleyf filly on debut. Likely to improve for the 

experience.  

3. MISS WORLD - Unraced Al Wukair filly. Others make more appeal.  

4. TXOPE - Two year old Siyouni filly having a first racecourse appearance. 

Notable contender.  

5. SEA OF ASH - Unraced Wootton Bassett filly. Strong claims.  

6. BEAUTE CACHEE - Two year old Literato filly on debut. Others preferred.  

7. LENALOV - Unraced The Grey Gatsby filly. Rare juvenile runner for a top 

jump trainer.  

8. SAKE - Unraced Siyouni filly. Leading contender for a trainer worth noting. 

9. ACER ALLEY - Two year old Siyouni filly on first career start. Top chance 

for a notable trainer and jockey. 

10. WONDER - Unraced Belardo filly. Others make more appeal.  

11. LACUNA - Unraced Shalaa filly. Of note in this event.  

12. SARAMOUCHE - Two year old Anodin filly on debut. Bold show expected 

for a trainer and jockey worth noting. 

Summary 

Another newcomers event where the market can be a helpful guide. SAKE (8) 

is a Siyouni filly who looks capable of making a winning debut for a top trainer. 

Fellow Siyouni filly ACER ALLEY (9) could play a role in the finish on her first 

start. SARAMOUCHE (12) makes the shortlist with the Anodin filly representing 

top connections. SEA OF ASH (5) a yet to race Wootton Bassett filly holds 

claims. Consider. 

Selections 

SAKE (8) - ACER ALLEY (9) - SARAMOUCHE (12) - SEA OF ASH (5) 
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Race 3 

1. OAKLEY - Held 9.5L seventh over 2200m at Cologne (Germany) on debut 

at the start of last month. Step forward needed.  

2. SHIYRVANN - Good 6.25L third in a newcomers race over 2100m at Saint-

Cloud (good) last month. Top chance.  

3. COBRECES - 3.75L seventh over 2200m at Lyon-Parilly (good-to-soft) two 

weeks ago. Others preferred.  

4. CEASE AND DESIST - Fair 4.25L fifth tackling 2000m at Longchamp (soft) 

just over three weeks ago. Of note for a top yard.  

5. MANZON - 29L 12th over 1800m in a good-to-soft ground maiden here last 

month. Best watched.  

6. TAYBERRY - Runner-up beaten 2.5L in a 2400m maiden at Chantilly (soft) 

last month. Bold show expected.  

7. FREEDOM - Third beaten 4L in a 2000m maiden at Longchamp (soft) last 

month. Notable runner.  

8. MAJORETTE - Held 11L fourth in a 2350m contest at Le Pin-au-Haras (soft) 

when debuting just under four weeks ago. More required.  

Summary 

SHIYRVANN (2) can build on a promising 6.25L third in a 2100m newcomers 

race at Saint-Cloud and break his maiden at the second time of asking. 

TAYBERRY (6) enters calculations having finished 2.5L second in a 2400m 

maiden at Chantilly. In the mix. FREEDOM (7) is considered on the back of a 

4L third over 2000m in a Longchamp maiden. CEASE AND DESIST (4) holds 

claims having been beaten 4.25L fifth also in a Longchamp 2000m maiden. 

Selections 

SHIYRVANN (2) - TAYBERRY (6) - FREEDOM (7) - CEASE AND DESIST 

(4)  
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LYON-PARILLY - 11 June 

Race 1 

1. VALDARANN - Narrow winner of a maiden over 1400m at Bordeaux 45 days 

ago. Leading player for top connections.  

2. LEOPARDS PARK - Neck success in a 1400m maiden at Compiegne last 

October. Key contender for a top yard despite the lay off.  

3. URSULY - 3.25L sixth in the Listed Prix des Lilas over this trip at Chantilly a 

month ago. Claims eased in standard for an in-form yard.  

4. AMEERA - Scored in a 1400m handicap at Fontainebleau prior to a fair 5.25L 

fourth in a class two 1300m conditions race at Chantilly a month ago. Place 

claims up in trip.  

5. AL CAPDAMUNT - 1.5L success in a 1350m maiden at Wissembourg 41 

days ago. Open to progress for a good stable. In the mix.  

6. MONA LISA - Cosy maiden winner prior to a 5.75L sixth in the Listed Prix 

Finlande over 1800m at Longchamp 40 days back. Not discounted eased in 

standard. 

7. PERFECT - 2.5L third behind a subsequent winner over this journey at 

Marseille Borely last October. Not ruled out on stable debut.  

8. RED LIGHT - Held in both starts to date. Opposed at this level.  

Summary 

LEOPARDS PARK (2) scored narrowly in a 1400m maiden at Compiegne last 

October. Open to progress upped in trip. Key contender for a top yard despite 

the lay off. VALDARANN (1) ran out a narrow margin winner of a maiden 

tackling 1400m at Bordeaux. Leading player for top connections. URSULY (3) 

represents a stable in fine form. Cannot be ruled out eased in standard following 

a 3.25L sixth in the Listed Prix des Lilas over this trip at Chantilly. PERFECT 

(7) holds plenty of form at this level and is noted on stable debut. 

Selections 

LEOPARDS PARK (2) - VALDARANN (1) - URSULY (3) - PERFECT (7) 
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Race 2 

1. ROCK OF THE GLADE - 7.5L ninth in a 1100m claimer at Salon-de-

Provence on debut eighteen days ago. Open to progress and not discounted.  

2. TEXAS - Showed up well when 3.75L sixth in a 1200m maiden at Saint-

Cloud on debut 24 days ago. Top chance with more to come from a leading 

yard.  

3. VINO BELLO - Shaped with promise to finish 7.5L fourth in a 1100m maiden 

at Salon-de-Provence on debut last Saturday. Key player having been 

supplemented.  

4. BUNGLEJUNGLEPARTY - Showed ability on first career start at Chantilly 

but disappointing at Saint-Cloud second time out. May bounce back.  

5. HILAIRE - 6.75L ninth in a 1000m contest at this venue on debut in March. 

May have more to offer upped in journey. 

6. ATLANTA - 5.25L sixth in a class two conditions race over 1200m at 

Marseille Borely on debut eleven days back. Leading player.  

7. ZILYA - 8.5L eighth in a 1200m maiden at this venue first time out two weeks 

ago. Each way claims upped in distance.  

Summary 

TEXAS (2) shaped with promise to finish 3.75L sixth in a 1200m maiden at 

Saint-Cloud on debut. Top chance with progress likely for a leading stable. 

Jerome Reynier is in good form and ATLANTA (6) produced a 5.25L sixth in a 

class two conditions race over 1200m at Marseille Borely first time out. VINO 

BELLO (3) showed ability first up. Cannot be ruled out having been 

supplemented for this. BUNGLEJUNGLEPARTY (4) might prove dangerous to 

dismiss if bouncing back to the form he showed when making first start. 

Selections 

TEXAS (2) - ATLANTA (6) - VINO BELLO (3) - BUNGLEJUNGLEPARTY (4) 
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Race 3 

1. LIKE YOU - 3.25L fourth in a maiden over this trip at Longchamp 22 days 

ago. One to note.  

2. PULSING - Well beaten in both starts to date. Others preferred.  

3. STONETAIL - Showed ability in two outings thus far including a 3.5L fifth in 

a maiden over this trip on debut at Saint-Cloud. Shortlisted.  

4. ROCK JOYEUX - Good fourth behind subsequent winners here prior to a 

2.5L second over this course and distance a month ago. Leading player with 

track experience.  

5. WALDSHERIFF - Faded late when 5.75L fourth tackling 2400m at Saint-

Cloud on debut sixteen days ago. Respected eased in trip.  

6. NOT IN DOUBT - Should strip fitter for her reappearance and may have more 

to offer significantly upped in journey. Represents a top stable.  

7. ICI VINDECY - 9.25L fifth in a 2200m maiden at this venue first time out in 

April. Place claims if progressing.  

8. FREESTYLE - Well beaten on debut and needs more in the first-time tongue-

tie.  

9. FRENCH ROSE - Showed up well to finish 3.25L fourth tackling this journey 

at Vichy on debut three weeks back. Respected with that experience under her 

belt.  

10. WIEBKE - Shown ability in four starts to date and holds each way claims 

on stable debut.  

11. CITY CAT - Well beaten eighth at Strasbourg first time out three weeks ago. 

More needed.  

12. MELIZABETH - Tailed off tackling this trip at Strasbourg on debut 23 days 

ago. Look elsewhere.  

13. BOUM BOUM TAM TAM - Unraced gelding by Elusive City. Market can 

guide.  

14. HAPPY LANE - Unraced filly by top sire Wootton Bassett. Respected for a 

leading yard.  
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Summary 

ROCK JOYEUX (4) finished fourth behind subsequent winners here prior to a 

2.5L second over this track and trip. Key contender with course experience a 

positive. WALDSHERIFF (5) faded late when 5.75L fourth tackling 2400m at 

Saint-Cloud on debut. Notable runner with the drop in trip likely to suit. NOT IN 

DOUBT (6) can strip fitter for her reappearance. Not to be ruled out for a top 

stable stepping up significantly in journey. HAPPY LANE (14) is a yet to race 

filly by top sire Wootton Bassett. In the mix for a leading trainer. 

Selections 

ROCK JOYEUX (4) - WALDSHERIFF (5) - NOT IN DOUBT (6) - HAPPY 

LANE (14)  
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Race 4 

1. ASTERIOS - 14L sixth in a course and distance handicap on reappearance 

end of April. Should strip fitter and one to note. 

2. KYLHEAD - Moderate ninth in a Vichy 1850m class three handicap three 

weeks ago. Two placings from three starts at this track and trip. Each way 

claims.  

3. EL CALIENTE - Well beaten in his last three starts but is two from three over 

this course and distance. Dangerous to dismiss.  

4. SHYAMALA - Well beaten on her last two runs but is capable of running well 

at this level. Market check needed.  

5. MANSOUN - Well beaten in recent starts but holds each way claims on best 

form.  

6. WALDKAUZ - Nine race maiden who finished a good 1L fourth in a class 

three course and distance handicap two weeks ago. Key player.  

7. DHEVANAFUSHI - Running well over this trip of late including when 1.25L 

second in a higher grade handicap at Cagnes-sur-Mer AW three runs back. In 

the mix. 

8. FRENCH PEGASUS - 2L fourth in a class three handicap over 1350m at this 

venue five weeks ago. Shortlisted. 

9. MILLIE LILY - Held over this track and trip on reappearance but did run well 

to finish second on her only other start here. Should strip fitter. 

10. LA FIBRE - Well beaten in a claiming handicap at Lyon La Soie in April. 

Others preferred.  

11. LILY APPLE - 2.5L success over this course and distance with two poor 

runs either side. May bounce back returned to these conditions.  

12. SAXONE - Held in a class three handicap at Strasbourg and recent form 

has come in a lower grade. Others preferred.  

13. HIGH FLYING BIRD - Well beaten on both starts since resuming. Best 

watched.  

14. WILLY BOY - 4L seventh in a course and distance class three handicap 

fifteen days ago. Frame contender down in the weights.  
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Summary 

WALDKAUZ (6) finished a good 1L fourth in a class three course and distance 

handicap. Leading contender. DHEVANAFUSHI (7) is enjoying this journey of 

late including when 1.25L second in a stronger handicap at Cagnes-sur-Mer 

AW three outings back. Respected in this grade revisiting turf. FRENCH 

PEGASUS (8) produced a 2L fourth in a 1350m class three handicap at this 

venue. Frame contender up in trip. EL CALIENTE (3) is two from three at this 

track and trip. Dangerous to rule out. 

Selections 

WALDKAUZ (6) - DHEVANAFUSHI (7) - FRENCH PEGASUS (8) - EL 

CALIENTE (3) 


